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Abstract
Highly-exact structural characterization is the crucial step in the development and manufacturing
process of pharmaceutical materials. Their structural composition is, however, often very complex and
hardly identifiable. The eligible way for obtaining definite structural interpretation of these systems
appears the high-resolution solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR) spectroscopy. For this
purpose the reliable tool – the ssNMR toolbox for comprehensive characterization of various
pharmaceutical solids is described. The rigorous optimization of ssNMR techniques is carried out on
enormous number of measured samples containing active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) with
systems ranging from APIs formulated in solid dispersions to pure forms revealing extensive
molecular disorder. In this study the influence of polymeric matrix on the creation of solid dispersion
type susceptible for finely tuned controlled drug release is likewise discussed. The distinction between
variable structural alignments of API molecules in 3D dimension of complicated pharmaceutical solids
is allowed via simple strategy – factor analysis applied to hardly describable ssNMR spectra (13C
CP/MAS NMR and 19F MAS NMR). The results of this ssNMR investigation contribute to better
understanding of solid dispersion systems based on the polymer matrices and of the systems with very
subtle and hardly describable spectra.

Abstrakt
Klíčovým krokem ve vývoji a produkci farmaceutických materiálů je vysoce precisní strukturní
charakterizace. Strukturní složení farmaceutických substancí je nicméně velmi často složité a těžko
identifikovatelné. Jako vhodný způsob k získání jednoznačné strukturní interpretace těchto systémů se
jeví nukleární magnetická resonance v pevné fázi s vysokým rozlišením (ssNMR). Z tohoto důvodu je
zde popsán spolehlivý nástroj – soubor ssNMR experimentů pro úplnou charakterizaci rozličných
pevnolátkových farmaceutik. Důsledná optimalizace ssNMR technik je uskutečněna na velkém
množství měřených vzorků obsahujících aktivní farmaceutické ingredience (APIs – active
pharmaceutical ingredients) se systémy zahrnujícími APIs formulované v pevných disperzích až po
čisté formy vykazující vysokou molekulární neuspořádanost. V této práci je též diskutován vliv
polymerní matrice na tvorbu typů pevných disperzí umožňujících i jemné vyladění kontrolovaného
uvolňování léčiva. Rozlišení mezi různými strukturními uspořádáními molekul APIs v trojrozměrné
dimenzi složitých pevnolátkových farmaceutických systémů je umožněno díky jednoduché
strategii – faktorové analýze (FA) aplikované na obtížně popsatelná ssNMR spektra ( 13C CP/MAS
NMR a 19F MAS NMR). Výsledky těchto ssNMR zkoumání přispívají k lepšímu pochopení tuhých
disperzních systémů založených na polymerních matricích a systémů s velmi záludnými a těžko
popsatelnými spektry.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Current state of pharmaceutical development of oral formulations
The innovations in pharmaceutical development shift the boundaries of treatment and
bear new chances for patient recovery1.
Despite the enormous progress in drug delivery, oral route of administration of drugs is the
most usual and convenient way due to low cost therapy, self-medication, non-invasivity and
ease of taking medication leading to high level of patient compliance. Therefore, most of the
pharmaceutical substances discovered in the past and new chemical entities (NCE) under
development are determined to be used in a solid dosage form2-7.
There are few limitations wherewith the scientists or pharmaceutical industry have met
in oral drug administration. The first and major ones are the unsatisfactory pharmacokinetic
properties of synthetized active substance resulting in poor or inconvenient oral
bioavailability. The sufficient oral bioavailability of drug, ultimately sufficient drug
dissolution, solubility in human fluids and permeability in gastrointestinal tract (GIT), is the
key factor to achieve desired drug effect and results in therapy. These three factors affiliate
the rate and the extent of oral drug absorption and are closely related to the oral
bioavailability of drugs8-13. Based on these pharmacokinetic properties, a classification system
(Biopharmaceutics Classification System – BCS) has been created to sort potentially active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) into four classes on the basis of solubility and intestinal
permeability. Unfortunately a lot of promising pharmaceutical substances and currently
discovered drugs (more than 40% of development13) are inconvenient or exhibiting thus low
bioavailability and the APIs are attributed to drugs with poor or inadequate biopharmaceutical
properties9,13-17. For these reasons, the developing of delivery systems for optimal
administration is essential and challenging in current pharmaceutical research of these
substances.
The other limitation in pharmaceutical solids could be due to potential for changes in
the active pharmaceutical ingredient including instability and inferential moving to other
polymorph or other more stable modification etc., leading to different chemical and physical
properties of API. These properties can have a direct effect on drug product stability,
dissolution, bioavailability and in resulting phase of formulation or patients processing API
can have a different effect or even be totally ineffective (e.g. ritonavir)2,15,18.
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Targeted structural polymorphism is, however, a big advantage and generation of the
most thermodynamically stable polymorphic form of drug, with adequate activation moving
barrier to other modification, is preferable to ensure reproducible bioavailability of the
formulation during its shelf life under real storage requirements. This reformulation to less
stable but more soluble API polymorph can influence and possibly optimize the substance
pharmacokinetic properties15,18,19. There are a number of methods how to improve
biopharmaceutical properties of drugs with poor or inconvenient bioavailability including
chemical and physical conversions8. The options of chemical modification include the
transformation into the form of salt, hydrates, glycosidic derivatives, prodrugs or/and
co-crystals. It is possible to modify also physical behavior of API by several physical methods
such as particle size reduction, controlled crystallization, polymorph/amorph modifications,
spray drying, lyophilization, complexation or solid dispersion creation.
In any case, the developers, manufacturers or other responsible parties must assure that
the product involving polymorphic API will attain: required bioavailability, efficacy and
product quality, under recommended storage conditions spontaneous change of form will not
occur, and possible complications will be solved before the dosage form gets to the market.
Already even small changes in the structure are capable to influence the system properties15,19.
Therefore it is crucial to control and analyze the structural compositions and changes of API
that is many times very complicated, from its early stage to final stadium formulation with
precise, fast and high-resolution methods. These requirements meet the solid-state NMR
spectroscopy.

1.2 Solid dispersions
The formation of solid dispersion (SD) is due to their flexibility one of the most
successful methods to improve bioavailability of drugs with inconvenient biopharmaceutical
properties9,20. The reasons for improving poorly water-soluble drug release thus inhere in
incorporation of API into appropriate matrix such as polymers, glycerides, cellulose or
urea21-23 with formation of API-matrix interaction mostly attributed to hydrogen bonds74,75.
Moreover, SDs can also decelerate the dissolution profile of highly soluble drugs, generating
controlled-release systems7,9,13,21-26.
Depending on physicochemical constitution several main types and subtypes of solid
dispersions can be distinguished (Figure 1). In the matrix, the active substance can generally
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exist in phase-separated crystalline or amorphous domains, and/or be molecularly
dispersed7,13,23.
The creation of a particular dispersion type depends on various factors such as
miscibility of individual components in their fluid state, the rate of crystallization of
individual components, on the preparation method (e.g., free solvent evaporation, hot melt
extrusion, lyophilization, vacuum drying, spray drying etc.), and selection of proper matrix
etc.7,9,13,20,23. In my doctoral research, the most studied factor of SD origination is, however,
the selection of polymer matrix and molecular weight (Mw) of the polymer. This factor can
modify not only the type of solid dispersion (Figure 1) but also a variety of its properties
including wettability, solubility, dissolution, bioavailability or the stability process during the
final storage13,27-29.
Drug-Polymer
Miscible in fluid state
Immiscible in solid state

Miscible in solid state

Eutectic mixture

Solid Solution

crystal/crystal

mol.disp./crystal.

Crystalline s.d.

mol.disp./amorph.

crystal/crystal

Multicomponent s.d.

Amorphous s.d.

mol. disp. /crystal

Glass suspension

mol. disp./amorph.

crystal./amorph.
Dispersion type
amorph./amorph.
drug state /matrix state
Glass solution
mol.disp./amorph.

amorph.: amorphous state
crystal: crystalline state
mol.disp.: molecular dispersed state
s.d.: solid dispersion

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the classification of solid dispersions based on the state of their individual
components7,13,23.

Despite extensive research, applications of pharmaceutical solid dispersions have
remained limited, and only a few products have been marketed thus far. One of the reason for
this situation lies in difficulties in structural characterization due to their tremendous
diversities in the created system7,9,13. Therefore, studying the structural, segmental, dynamic
and pharmacokinetic properties of solid dispersion, polymer-drug interactions, and SD
behavior with variable diversities of the systems is a challenge for pharmaceutical
development of these solids and also the major aim of my investigation during doctoral
6

studies. To comprehend these dependencies, high-resolution ssNMR spectroscopy in
combination with SD dissolution profiles was used.

1.3 Characterization of solid dispersions
There are many analytical methods used for SD characterization in solid-state
(differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS), powder
X-ray diffraction (PXRD) etc.) however, many of them lead to limited structural information
about the systems30. According to many formerly published papers, it has been demonstrated
that ssNMR techniques is an effective tool to gather detailed and complex structure
elucidation of multicomponent systems, determination of domain sizes in heterogeneous
polymeric materials, and complete segmental dynamic analysis of pharmaceutical solids30-37.
Finally, ssNMR ensures better understanding of these materials.
Nontheless, another important part of SDs characterization is the drug release from solid
dispersion. While the bioavailability of drug, except other factors, is assumed to be
determined by its dissolution process in human fluids (body fluids, gastric juice, intestinal
fluid etc.) the drug release from these systems is the most critical parameter of solid
pharmaceutical dispersions13,23.

2 Aims of Thesis
In the development and manufacturing process of pharmaceutical products the exact
structural analysis is a crucial step. The eligible way how to obtain unambiguously structural
characterization of these systems is the high-resolution solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance
(ssNMR) spectroscopy. Therefore the main goal of the research presented in this thesis is
finding and optimizing procedures of detailed structural and segmental dynamic
characterization of pharmaceutical solids by solid-state NMR spectroscopy; the technique of
which is known as a powerful tool for assessment of structural divergences, physicochemical
properties, quality control and comprehensive inspection of pharmaceutical solids for
utilization in fundamental investigation and pharmaceutical research.
The presented study is mainly focused on the analysis of pharmaceutical materials based on
solid dispersions of drugs in polymer biodegradable hydrophilic matrices, on the influence of
types of polymer matrices and their different polymer molecular weight (Mw) to structural,
dynamic and pharmacokinetic properties of solid dispersions. This work likewise involves
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physicochemical and structural characterization of pharmaceutical solids exhibiting extensive
structural diversity such as polymorphism, pseudopolyamorphism and molecular disorder.
The partial aims are the following:
1.

Preparation of solid dispersions of active substances: the selected active
pharmaceutical ingredient (API) will be transformed from its basic crystalline
state to nanocrystalline, amorphous and/or molecularly dispersed form into
the formulations of solid dispersion with different biodegradable hydrophilic
polymer matrices by method of lyophilization or free crystallization.

2.

Primary characterization of solid dispersions: basic ssNMR screening (13C
CP/MAS NMR,

13

C MAS NMR, 1H MAS NMR experiments) of prepared

API-polymer dispersions and selection of the formulations with considerable
differences in the molecular arrangement of API against pure substance.
3.

Advanced ssNMR analysis of solid dispersions: detailed structural and
segmental dynamic analysis of chosen pharmaceutical solid dispersions
including assessment of molecular miscibility of individual components,
polymer-drug interactions, polymer matrix influence on solid dispersion
creation etc. will be performed using advanced ssNMR techniques such as
T1(1H) CP/MAS, T1ρ(1H) CP/MAS NMR relaxation experiments and 2D
13

C-1H HETCOR NMR, 1H-1H DQ/SQ MAS NMR etc. methods.

4.

Analysis of drug release from solid dispersions: study of pharmacokinetic
properties of API-polymer solid dispersion by the method of dissolution
profile.

5.

Cluster analysis of pharmaceutical solids: application of factor analysis on
the obtained ssNMR data with very subtle and hardly describable spectra to
achieve correct and rigorous interpretation of pharmaceutical formulations.

3 Results and Discussion
This section summarizes and discusses the results involved in publications Article 1.–5.
with respect to the goals of this doctoral thesis. This chapter is divided into the three
subsections in relation to the observational topics. Within the scope of this research, the
additional results obtained by other methods (e.g. DSC, WAXS analysis etc.) were acquired
severally and on the basis of cooperation with other departments, so they are not described in
detail in this work.
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3.1 Study and review of solid dispersion and characterization methods – Article
1.
In this first article an introduction to the matters of pharmaceutical formulations with
inconvenient bioavailability, and the review and classification of solid dispersions allowing
resolution these problems were presented. The next and important part of this publication
revealed, in short brief, also the vast capabilities of solid-state NMR spectroscopy as a
suitable method for structure and segmental dynamic elucidation, and classification of the
prepared solid dispersions. The fundamental (13C MAS NMR,

13

C CP/MAS NMR) and

advanced (T1(1H) CP/MAS, T1ρ(1H) CP/MAS NMR, 1H-13C FSLG HETCOR NMR, 1H-1H
DQ/SQ MAS NMR) experiments performed on examples how the ssNMR spectroscopy can
distinguish the materials with amorphous and crystalline phase; can provide clear information
about the morphology and the extend of API incorporation in polymer matrix, and finally by
using of 2D correlation techniques enables finding of the structural motifs that are responsible
for mutual interaction between API and polymer chains. This knowledge was utilized and
enhanced for further particular structural and distinct ssNMR investigation about solid
dispersions (SDs) and pharmaceutical solids with molecular disorder.

3.2 Solid-state NMR study of structure-property relationships in polymeric solid
dispersions of acetylsalicylic acid: Influence of the polymer matrix on
controlled drug release. The ssNMR toolbox for solid dispersion assessment
– Article 2., 3.
During my doctoral research, the most crucial material for API solid dispersions is the
choice of polymer matrix. In terms of possible system intricacies, for probing of the
structure-property divergences caused by different polymer matrices was chosen the simple,
crystalline and nontoxic model system of API that could relatively less tortuously reflect the
structural and dynamic variances visible in ssNMR spectroscopy. For this reason
acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) was selected as a model system. Although ASA displays many
positive effects, high concentrations of ASA have unwanted side effects on the gastric system,
precluding its use in individuals with ulcers or other stomach problems. This problem with
ASA could be solved through achievement of controlled drug release, especially, via
zero-order dissolution kinetics. Also the structural and dynamic studies of polymer-drug
interactions in SDs of various polymer matrices differing in their chemical constitution and
Mw with a uniform drug/polymer ratio are here discussed.
9

Accordingly with the research aims, ASA was dispersed in various biocompatible,
nontoxic, water-soluble polymers with different physicochemical properties altering in
molecular

weights

like

polyvinylpyrrolidone

(PVP),

poly(ethylene

oxide)

(PEO),

poly[N-(2-hydroxypropyl)-methacrylamide] (pHPMA), and poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEOx)
by methods of lyophilization and free crystallization. However, the formulations of ASA solid
dispersion were acquired only by lyophilization process.
The ssNMR toolbox for solid dispersion assessment
The knowledge obtained from the first article was used in this investigation and
enhanced in the other ssNMR techniques. As it was discussed above, the SDs are the
formulations with huge complexity of the system, hence the precise structural characterization
is very complicated; in some cases, individual experimental methods (DSC, WAXS) may
provide seemingly inconsistent results. However, also with their contribution, the ssNMR
experiments were optimized for purpose of this definite SD determination. Accordingly the
ssNMR toolbox for solid dispersion assessment was created. The ssNMR experiments – 1H
and

13

C MAS,

13

C CP/MAS NMR, T1(1H) and T1ρ(1H) CP/MAS NMR were due to simple

performance the primary choice for basic SD classification and roughly estimation of the
domain sizes on the order of hundreds and/or tens of nanometers. For more detailed insight
into the SDs systems up to intimate intermolecular contact less than 1 nm, the second choice
of ssNMR techniques including the 2D correlation experiments and completive measurements
were used. The ssNMR toolbox overview is sketched in Table 1. This toolbox is likewise
conforming way for unambiguous structural and segmental dynamic characterization of each
pharmaceutical formulation.
By application of ssNMR toolbox in combination with another used analytical method
like DSC and WAXS the divergent types of solid dispersions of ASA were created: i)
crystalline solid dispersions containing ASA nanocrystallites (ca. 300 nm) in a crystalline
PEO matrix (Figure 2a); ii) amorphous solid dispersions (glass suspensions) with ASA
crystallites (>450 nm) embedded in an amorphous pHPMA matrix (Figure 2b); iii) solid
solutions with molecularly dispersed ASA in a rigid amorphous PVP matrix (Figure 2c); and
iv) nanoheterogeneous solid solutions/suspensions containing nanosized ASA clusters (ca. 1-2
nm) dispersed in a semiflexible PEOx matrix (Figure 2d).
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Table 1. The ssNMR toolbox overview of proper experiments for exact pharmaceutical solids assessment.

Characterization insight
The primary insight
Basic t.
Relaxation t.
The detailed insight
2D 1H-1H correlation t.

Description

ssNMR experiment
13

basic structural and dynamical
elucidation, assessment of mutual
interactions of individual components
sample morphology, homogeneity, roughly
domain size in the scale from 1 to 500 nm

C CP/MAS
13
C MAS
1
H MAS
T1(1H) CP/MAS
T1ρ(1H) CP/MAS

detailed homonuclear site-specific
structural information up to 3.5 Å

H-1H DQ/SQ
H- H SQ/SQ NOESY
1
H-1H SQ/SQ DUMBO
1
H-13C WISE
1
H-13C FSLG HETCOR
15
N CP/MAS
1
H-15N dipolar profiles

2D 1H-13C correlation t.

detailed heteronuclear structural
information up to 2.5 Å, segmental dynamics
protons distribution in vicinity of nitrogen
Completive t.
sites revealing up to 0.03 Å differences
The description of the used techniques (t.) is general.

1

1

1

In all the cases, the structural diversity of the SDs was possessed by the chemical constitution
of the polymers – in other words by 1) steric effects and affinity of suitable molecular sites for
forming hydrogen-bond interactions between the API and the polymer matrix; 2) the
segmental dynamics and Tg of the polymeric co-formers. The varying Mw of the polymers to
structure of ASA SDs displays no effect.
In vitro release
The study of in vitro release of polymer-API SDs altering in used polymeric
matrices – PVP, PEO, pHPMA, and PEOx and Mw’s in combination with the problem of the
ASA negative effects was also revealed.
From the obtained dissolution profiles the polymer-ASA systems were characterized by
significantly reduced drug dissolution rates. Only the PEO10000-ASA SD exhibited a faster
dissolution profile than ASA alone. The zero-order dissolution kinetics was, however,
obtained for all of the dispersions. The control of the dissolution rates of ASA from the SDs
was driven by a) the structure and physicochemical properties of the polymer matrices
(kinetic solubility and the strengths of the hydrogen bonds and Tg), b) the molecular weight of
the applied polymers (the drug release rate decreased with increased Mw in the polymer matrix
due to increasing number of junctions among the polymer chains with increasing chains
length of the polymer, and the increased number of hydrogen bonds between the polymer
chains).
The dissolution profiles confirmed that the release of ASA from polymeric SDs can be
finely tuned by eligible selection of polymer matrix and its appropriate Mw (Figure 3).
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Consequently, the aforementioned undesired side effects of ASA on the gastric system may
be effectively mitigated by controlled release systems.
a)

PEO-ASA

ASA

c)

PVP-ASA

ASA

PVP

PEO

b)

pHPMA-ASA

PEOx-ASA

d)

ASA
pHPMA

ASA

PEOx

Figure 2. Different types of polymer-API solid dispersions created in four different polymer matrices:
PEO-ASA crystalline solid dispersions (a); pHPMA-ASA amorphous solid dispersions/glass suspensions (b);
PVP-ASA solid solutions (c); PEOx-ASA nanoheterogeneous solid solutions/suspensions (d).
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6
SD PVP-ASA
10000
5

SD PEOx-ASA

7600

SD pHPMA-ASA

Dissolution rate n,%.min-1

SD PEO-ASA
4

40000
18500
50000

3
54000

2

81000

200000
360000

1
500000
0
0

100000

200000

300000

400000

500000

600000

Mw of polymers

Figure 3. The dissolution rate relative to the polymer and its Mw over 10 min of ASA release from the PVP,
PEOx, PEO, and pHPMA matrices.

3.3 Systems with extensive structural variability: Atorvastatin as solid
dispersion formulation vs. Trospium chloride as pure active substance
formulation – Article 4., 5.
The region of the structural diversity can show large variability in degree of molecular
disorder, including a separated amorphous phase, molecular site disorder, and one-phase
disorder; and the distinctions between different formulations can be hardly recognized and
identifiable for conventional physical and spectroscopic techniques. Moreover, in a lot of
pharmaceutical products the amount of an active compound is usually very low, which also
contributes to limit their high-precision characterization. Therefore, the application
potentiality of relatively fast and simple ssNMR techniques using factor analysis (FA) was
tested on manifold ranges of pharmaceutical materials exhibiting extensive polymorphism
with the aim to resolve subtle structural differences in the molecular arrangement of APIs in
relation to their cluster analysis.
Systems, such as poorly water-soluble atorvastatin (ATO) in various modifications and
trospium chloride (TCl) revealing extensive disorder under different recrystallization
conditions were investigated for this purpose. Subsequently the ATO’s modifications
including prepared polymer SDs (see Article 4.), and many amorphous forms and three crystal
modifications (I, V, and X; identified previously according to XRPD and patent literature38)
were probed by

19

F MAS NMR spectroscopy. In the recorded

19

F MAS NMR spectra there

have been demonstrated clear differences from each other in highly ordered crystalline forms,
amorphous forms as well as in polymer solid dispersions. From the obtained experimental
13

data of ATO SDs were also revealed two kinds of changes in 19F MAS spectra induced by
19

polymer matrix. First, the

F high-frequency shift influenced by the global changes in

magnetic susceptibility and/or electrostatic fields of the polymer matrix. Second, broadening
of the signals and formation of shoulders reflect changes in molecular arrangement of the
API. Considering that both the contributions continue simultaneously the resulting analysis
could lead to misinterpretation of the 19F NMR spectra. Also in all recrystallized samples of
TCl (see Article 5.) the applied

13

C CP/MAS NMR experiments combined with others used

methods (DSC, FTIR) confirmed differences in structural non-uniformity. Notwithstanding in
all probed samples the results from XRPD has identified only one TCl polymorphic form, the
above mentioned comprehensive analysis indicated the complicated disorder of one
polymorphic form with variable degree or the nanocrystals presence of the dominant
polymorph or of another crystal form.
The FA of acquired

19

F MAS NMR and

13

C CP/MAS NMR spectra was capable of

revealing these discrepancies in subtle spectral and structural differences, and problems with
comprehensive recognition between variable polymorphic forms. After applying of the above
mentioned process, the observed corresponding 3D correlation plots of coefficients Vij (Figure
4) graphically describe and sort the diversities between systems with extensive structural
variability (see also the Figure 7 in Article 4. and Figure 3 in Article 5.) Moreover, by
application of FA to relatively poorly resolved 19F MAS NMR spectra the undesirable effects
induced by sensitive 19F nucleus were eliminated.
Eventually, the proposed strategy thus provides a reliable tool for the fast cluster
analysis and quality control of complex pharmaceutical solids also with separation potentiality
of the material into groups reflecting preparation conditions.

Vertically
different
forms

sorted
amorphous

Horizontally sorted
different
crystalline forms

Figure 4. Example of 3D correlation plot of Vi1, Vi3 and Vi5 coefficients created after factor analysis of
corresponding ssNMR data. Black dots present a pure API forms, red dots reflect solid dispersions.
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4 Conclusions


Preparation of solid dispersions of active substances
The SDs of API in different biodegradable polymer matrices with required qualities was
successfully prepared.



Primary characterization of solid dispersions & Advanced ssNMR analysis of solid
dispersions
In this thesis the ability of solid-state NMR spectroscopy to obtain highly-precise
structural characterization of pharmaceutical solids was demonstrated. On the basis of the
rigorous method optimizations the ssNMR toolbox for reliable structural and dynamic
evaluation of various pharmaceutical solids was composed. The created toolbox enables
primary and detailed insight into the structure behavior of these systems. The first choice
comprises the basic – 1H and 13C MAS, 13C CP/MAS NMR, T1(1H) and T1ρ(1H) CP/MAS
NMR; whereas the second includes advanced – 2D homonuclear and heteronuclear
correlation NMR experiments, and completive measurements of

15

N CP/MAS, 1H-15N

dipolar profiles.
The above ssNMR toolbox in the combination with WAXS and DSC measurements
revealed the structure and segmental dynamics of pharmaceutical materials based on the
solid dispersions of drugs in polymer matrices.


Analysis of drug release from solid dispersions
By this study it was as well disclosed that the changes in the physicochemical state of the
API, the component miscibility on the molecular level, and the length and type of
polymeric matrix affect the dissolution rate of the ASA incorporated in a polymer matrix
and the formation of a SD.



Cluster analysis of pharmaceutical solids
Investigations comprised in this work have also demonstrated that the basic ssNMR
spectroscopy of complex pharmaceutical solids, however, many times with hardly
describable spectra; combined with factor analysis provides a powerful tool for their
cluster analysis.

Finally, the outcomes achieved by this doctoral thesis allowed by the high-resolution
solid-state NMR spectroscopy could be definitively worthwhile in advancement of the
quality control or thorough inspection of pharmaceutical solids during fundamental
investigation and/or pharmaceutical research.
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